
Conversion Note
Issue #10 of "Rack & Rune", a roleplaying zine from the early 1990's. It  was originally written for "The Wild Hunt" APA (amateur publishing association). The original text has been converted to Acrobat, and annotated from a modern (June 2008) perspective for your reading pleasure. I wrote 22 issues of R&R in all before The Wild Hunt disappeared, and then started my own APA ("Interregnum") to fill the void; I wrote 26 more zines for that APA, and finally did two more for the final iteration of the APA before it, too, disappeared. If you're counting, that's 50 zines in all.If you're looking for more of this sort of thing, go to the Zines section of http://www.runequest.org/rq.htm.

Conversion Note
This is a scanned PDF. I had lost the files for a lot of my old zines over the years; a hazard of life before online storage was available. Fortunately I'd kept hard copies of  *all* the zines I'd written for The Wild Hunt, but didn't have a scanner and never got around to scanning them elsewhere. But we picked up a combination scanner/printer a few days ago, so now I'm converting the remaining old paper zines to PDF format.Just to be clear, these paper copies are NOT the originals; those are long since lost. These are copies. So the relatively poor quality of these PDFs isn't a scanning issue. Unfortunately many (perhaps all) of the paper zines are crooked because of a flaw in the copier I used to run them off 15+ years ago. I've tried to compensate for that during scanning, with limited success.I can't help but cringe at some of the typos and, well, some of the writing as well. I wrote this stuff sixteen years ago, after all, when I was a mere child of 28! :D Still, since I can't edit the text, there's no point in anguishing over it. Consider this a historical snapshot of a time that's now long-gone - the last years of the age of the Paper APA.

pmaran01
The contact information is long out of date, of course. If you want to reach me, pmaranci@gmail.com is your best choice; I'll be glad to hear from you, unless you're a spammer.Interesting; looks like I forgot to include the date, and had to write it in manually. How crude things were back then! :D

pmaran01
Quick explanation for anyone who isn't familiar with APAs: Individual contributors wrote zines, and then either snail-mailed master copies to the publisher or made lots of copies of their zine. They were then assembled at "collation" by local contributors. The Wild Hunt's collation was most often held at MIT.



SPOILERS!
SPOILERS! Sorry.





pmaran01
This is a reference to the RuneQuest 1/2/3 game world of Glorantha, which I no longer support. The joke wasn't that funny anyway. :(







pmaran01
I can't recall if it happened that year, but they did end up scheduling a number of APA panels over the years - and on the few years that they didn't, they let me hold APA parties in empty panel rooms. As with all of my parties, they generally turned out to be duds. :(Eventually someone over at Arisia put a bunch of semi-pro people on a "zine" panel - apparently they thought it was the same thing - and those of us on the panel from the APA world were basically told by the moderator and his friends (the rest of the panel) to shut up since we weren't "real" writers. It was a pretty annoying experience, and I gave up on APA panels after that. I was doing lots of other panels, though.



pmaran01
The video actually got made; it's a bit crude, but I hope to get it converted to digital form before too long. In which case I'll post it on YouTube.





pmaran01
I'd forgotten a lot of the details of this scenario. And it didn't end well; the players were too annoyed at having been changed out of their bodies even before the game began, and I was accused of having performed a "bait and switch". The campaign ended after a session or two without resolution. Pity.

pmaran01
Comments were a tradition of the APA format, and were probably the main reason that any of us wrote. Contributors were expected to comment on the zines in the previous issue(s), although this wasn't mandatory.



pmaran01
Fortunately I managed to graduate. And now I spend a lot of time ducking calls from the alumni association. :D



pmaran01
RAEBNC (which I misspelled here!) stands for "Read And Enjoyed But No Comment". It's a common response from lazy contributors who either can't or won't fulfil their moral obligation to comment on zines in the previous issue. There were few things I hated more than getting RAEBNCed.





pmaran01
Pretty accurate prediction, huh? :DOn the other hand, computers made RPGs far more of a mass-culture phenomenon than they were in the early 1990s - IF you consider MMPORPGs to be roleplaying, a question that I'm still undecided on.



pmaran01
I had (and maybe still have) many stupid quirks in my writing style. Screwing around with case is just one of them. "InterNet"? Did anyone else in the world ever write it that way? What the hell was I THINKING?Oh well. The net was pretty new back then. "2,000 a day" - can you imagine? On the other hand, I was dead-on in my prediction that the net would get huge, quickly.

pmaran01
Testa, Hurwitz, and Thibeault, now defunct. What a horrible, horrible place to work.

pmaran01
This must have been a running shtick that we did - possibly from a roleplaying game, I think I might have been in a campaign was Bob Butler - but I can't remember the details.

pmaran01
This was a reference to a book co-authored by Larry Niven called "Falling Angels", which must have just come out at the time.



pmaran01
That restaurant was in Harvard Square - it was called "The Greenhouse", I believe - and it closed down recently. Harvard Square is but a sad shell of its former self, thanks to the greed and stupidity of developers.

pmaran01
One of the frustrations of reading these old comments is that sometimes I have no idea what they're about. Sorry! Although the complete issues should be in boxes in my basement, and if they're not moldy I'll dig them up someday and read through them...

pmaran01
I'm not sure if this is the first time I hid a little snarky comment in the colophon, but it certainly wasn't the last time! Eventually it got to be a bit of a burden...as did APA-publishing in general, actually.


